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• A GA-determined DFNN architecture for 
real building electricity consumption. 

• Genetic algorithm to determine the op- 
timal architecture of DFNN model. 

• Both day-ahead hourly and week-ahead 
daily electricity consumption are consid- 
ered. 

• One year and six months of measure- 
ment data from a real campus building 
is used for training and testing the pro- 
posed GA-DFNN model. 

• The proposed model has better perfor- 
mance than ANN, LSTM and TCN. 
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a b s t r a c t 

A genetic algorithm-determined deep feedforward neural network architecture (GA-DFNN) is proposed for both 
day-ahead hourly and week-ahead daily electricity consumption of a real-world campus building in the United 
Kingdom. Due to the comprehensive relationship between affecting factors and real-world building electricity 
consumption, the adoption of multiple hidden layers in the deep neural network (DFNN) algorithm would improve 
its prediction accuracy. The architecture of a DFNN model mainly refers to its quantity of hidden layers, quantity 
of neurons in the hidden layers, activation function in each layer and learning process to obtain the connecting 
weights. The optimal architecture of DFNN model was generally determined through a trial-and-error process, 
which is an exponential combinatorial problem and a tedious task. To address this problem, genetic algorithm 

(GA) is adopted to automatically design an optimal architecture with improved generalization ability. One year 
and six months of measurement data from a campus building is used for training and testing the proposed GA- 
DFNN model, respectively. To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed GA-DFNN prediction model, its 
prediction performance, including mean absolute percentage error, coefficient of determination, root mean square 
error and mean absolute error, was compared to the reference feedforward neural network models with single 
hidden layer, DFNN models with other architecture, random search determined DFNN model, long-short-term- 
memory model and temporal convolutional network model. The comparison results show that the proposed 
GA-DFNN predictive model has superior performance than all the reference prediction models, demonstrating 
the optimization effectiveness of GA and the prediction effectiveness of DFNN model with multiple hidden layers 
and optimal architecture. 
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Nomenclature 

d Day of the week 
E Electricity consumption 
f Activation function 
h Hour of the day 
m Month of the year 
MAPE Mean absolute percentage error 
MPE Mean percentage error 
n Quantity of hidden layer 
N Quantity 
R 

2 Coefficient of determination 
RMSE Root mean square error 
T Total training samples or temperature 
W Set of weighting factors 
x Neuron in the input layer 
X Input dataset 
Y Neuron in the hidden layer 
z Neuron in the output layer 
�̂� Estimated output through the DFNN model 
Z Output dataset 

Subscripts 

d Daily 
db Dry-bulb 
dew Dew-point 
i Number of neurons in the input layer 
j Number of neurons in the hidden layer 
k Number of hidden layers 
h Hourly 
H Hidden layer 
IN Input layer 
O Output layer 
t Number of samples, i.e. time step 

Abbreviations 

ADAM Adaptive moment estimation 
ANN Artificial neuron network 
elu Exponential linear function 
DFNN Deep feedforward neural network 
FNN Feedforward neural network 
GA Genetic algorithm 

GA-DFNN Genetic algorithm determined deep feedforward neu- 
ral network architecture 

LSTM Long-term-short-memory 
NADAM Nesterov-accelerated Adaptive Moment Estimation 
PSO Particle swarm optimization 
relu Rectified linear unit function 
SGD Stochastic gradient descent approach 
TCN Temporal convolutional networks 

. Introduction 

The rapid economic and population growth are accelerating the con-
umption of electrical energy [1] . As indicated by World Energy Outlook
017, the primary energy consumption all over the world was projected
o grow at a compound annual growth rate of 1.0% over 2016–2040
2] . Due to its physical characteristics, electrical energy must be con-
umed as soon as it is generated in the power plant. Therefore, accurate
rediction of electricity demand is essential for stable power supply. On
he other hand, due to the fact that people spend a substantial fraction
f time in buildings, electricity consumption in buildings is increasing
apidly [3 , 4] . As a result, it is of significant importance to accurately
redict electricity consumption and facilitate the building energy sys-
em management. 
.1. Literature review 

With the advent of the era of big data, buildings have become not
nly energy-intensive but also data-intensive. Data-mining technologies
ave been widely utilised to investigate the values of massive amounts
f building operation data with the aim of improving the operating per-
ormance of building energy systems [5] . As revealed by the review pa-
ers [6–9] , various artificial intelligence techniques have been applied
n forecasting building energy consumption, including multiple linear
egression, statistical regression, decision tree, autoregressive integrated
oving average model, support vector regression, neural network and

heir ensemble models. Due to its ability to approximate the complicated
onlinear relationship between the input and the output datasets of a
omplicated system with arbitrary and precision, neural networks have
een widely adopted to investigate the performance of building energy.

The neural network models mainly include feedforward neural net-
ork (FNN), convolution neural network and recurrent neural network.
he FNN with single hidden layer is the most popular type of neural
etworks in building energy analysis. Luo et al. [10 , 11] proposed an
NN prediction model for building heating and cooling demands. The
uantity of neurons in the hidden layer was chosen through sensitivity
nalysis in the range of 60–80 while rectified linear unit was adopted as
he activation function in both the hidden and output layer. Singh et al.
12] proposed an FNN predictive model with single hidden layer for
lectricity consumption in urban area. In the hidden layer, there were 20
eurons while the sigmoid activation function was adopted. Mena et al.
13] proposed two FNN predictive models for electricity consumption
rediction in a bioclimatic building. The quantity of neurons in the input
nd hidden layer was 17 and 10 in the complete FNN model, while 6 and
5 in the particular FNN model. The hyperbolic tangent was adopted as
ctivation function in both FNN models. Kusiak et al. [14] evaluated
he performance of an FNN predictive model for building steam load
rediction with different architecture. The quantity of neurons in the
ingle hidden layer was tested in the range between 4 and 9. As for acti-
ation functions, logistic, hyperbolic tangent and exponential functions
ere tested in the hidden layer while sine, identity and logistic func-

ions were tested at the output layer, respectively. Deb et al. [15] pro-
osed a neural network predictive model for cooling energy consump-
ion in an institutional building using the feedforward structure. The
ptimal quantity of neurons in the hidden layer, 20, was determined
hrough a trial-and-error process. The sigmoid activation function was
dopted in both the hidden and output layers. Ahmad et al. [16] pro-
osed three FNN predictive models using the multiple linear regression,
aussian process regression and Levenberg–Marquardt backpropagation
pproach, respectively. There was only one hidden layer in each ANN
odel, while the different quantities of neurons in the hidden layer were

ested at 10, 15 and 20. Yang et al. [17] proposed an FNN model for en-
rgy consumption prediction in an office building in Canada. The quan-
ity of neurons in the hidden layer was determined using the empirical
quation in [18] , which is one more than twice the quantity of input
eurons. Sigmoid and linear activation function was adopted in the hid-
en and output layer, respectively. Wang et al. [19] proposed an FNN
odel for cooling load in a high-rise office building in Hong Kong. The

uantity of neurons in the hidden layer was decided through the em-
irical equation in [20] , which is the total value of quantity of input
nd output neurons and the square root of training samples. Hyperbolic
angent and linear activation function were adopted in the hidden and
utput layer, respectively. Bagnasco et al. [21] proposed an FNN model
or predicting electricity consumption in a hospital building. To find out
he optimal quantity of neurons in the hidden layer, it was tested in the
ange of 6–33, while the best value was found to be 10 and 30 in two
ifferent cases. Moreover, different activation functions were tested in
he hidden and output layers, with the combination of logsig/tansig,
ansig/purelin, logsig/purelin and tansig/tansig. The tansig activation
unction was found to be optimal in both the hidden and output layers.
uhammad et al. [22] compared the prediction performance between
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n FNN and a random forest model for energy consumption of air con-
itioning system in a hotel. Sensitivity analysis of the FNN model was
onducted for different quantity of neurons in the hidden layer in the
ange of 10–15. Meanwhile, sigmoid activation function was adopted in
oth hidden and output layers. 

In the above-mentioned FNN predictive models with single hidden
ayer, Levenberg–Marquardt backpropagation was adopted to obtain
he weighting factors in most of the studies. To achieve faster con-
ergence and higher efficiency, evolutionary optimization algorithms,
uch as teaching-learning algorithm [23] , particle swarm optimization
PSO) [24–26] and genetic algorithm (GA) [26] , were adopted to au-
omatically adjust weighting factors and threshold values of FNN mod-
ls. Li et al. [23] proposed a FNN predictive model for building en-
rgy consumption and adopted it in two campus buildings located in
he USA and China, respectively. The quantity of neurons in the hid-
en layer was fixed at 20 while hyperbolic tangent activation function
as adopted in both the hidden and output layers. To evaluate the ef-

ects of channel length, depth, width and air mass flow rate on energetic
erformance of a building integrated photovoltaic/thermal system, Al-
aqi et al. [24] proposed a FNN model. Sensitivity analysis of the FNN
odel was conducted for different quantity of neurons in the hidden

ayer within the range of 1–8, while 8 was found to be the optimal one.
yperbolic tangent and sigmoid activation function were tested in both

he hidden and output layers, respectively. PSO was adopted to adjust
he weighting factors in the FNN to accelerate its convergence. Li et al.
25] proposed a FNN model for predicting electricity consumption in
 library in East China. The quantity of neurons was chosen based on
he empirical equation while hyperbolic tangent sigmoid was adopted
n the hidden and output layers as activation function. Particle swarm
ptimization was adopted to search for the optimal weighting factors
n FNN. Muralitharan et al. [26] proposed a FNN approach to predict
nergy demand at the consumer end. The weighting factors of the FNN
ere automatically adjusted by GA. 

Deep feedforward neural network models (DFNN) have deeper archi-
ectures, which enable the input data being transformed multiple times
efore deriving the output. Owing to its multiple hidden layers, DFNN
s more appropriate for comprehensive data [27 , 28] . Marijana et al.
29] adopted the DFNN models with different architecture for energy
onsumption prediction in public buildings. The architecture included
 hidden layers with the combination of 75–59, 71–87, 57–63, as well as
 hidden layers with the combination of 87–99–94, 14–31–28 and 61–
0–69. Sigmoid function was adopted as the activation function while
daptive moment estimation optimization algorithm was adopted to ob-
ain the weighting factors. Benda et al. [30] proposed a DFNN model for
redicting electricity consumption in Cape Town Control center. There
ere two different architecture of DFNN model with two hidden layers,
ne with the combination of 56–15, and the other with 58–20. Torres
t al. [31] proposed a DFNN prediction model for electricity consump-
ion in Spain. Random search was adopted to tune the hyper-parameters,
ncluding the quantity of hidden layers, quantity of neurons in each
idden layer and the learning rate. The quantity of hidden layers was
earched in the range of 1–5 while the quantity of neurons in the hidden
ayer in the range of 10–100. Park et al. [32] proposed a DFNN model for
redicting energy production of a ground source heat pump. Through a
rial-and-error process, the architecture of the DFNN model was deter-
ined to be 10–5–2. Hyperbolic tangent and linear activation function
ere adopted in the hidden and output layer, respectively. Lu et al.

33] proposed a DFNN-based predictive model for price and load fore-
asting in the smart grid. Through several accuracy tests, the selected
FNN model had three hidden layers, with 30, 20 and 10 neurons in
ach layer. Sigmoid function served as the activation function for each
ayer, while weight and bias adjustment in each layer was trained by
evenberg–Marquardt backpropagation algorithm. 

The results from the above-mentioned research works indicated that
he DFNN-based predictive model had higher prediction accuracy than
he conventional FNN models with single hidden layer. However, the
ptimal DFNN architecture is contingent on the type of problem to be
olved, such as the quantity of training samples as well as the quantity of
nput and output neurons. As a result, the full ability of the DFNN-based
redictive model should be exploited by optimizing its architecture. Al-
hough the architecture of the DFNN models was designed by heuristic
rial-and-error approaches in some of the previous research works [31–
3] , it is time-consuming and might reach the local-optimal architecture
f DFNN. 

.2. Research gap and contribution 

Based upon the literature review, it is found that the previous re-
earch works in building energy prediction have the following limita-
ions: 

• In the FNN models with single hidden layer, the quantity of neu-
rons in the hidden layer was chosen by experience [12 , 13 , 23] , using
different empirical equations [17 , 19 , 25] , through sensitivity tests
[10 , 11 , 14 , 16 , 21 , 22] and [24] or via trial-and-error process [15] . Al-
though some evolutionary algorithms were hybrid with FNN models
to improve the prediction accuracy and speed up the computation
convergence, they were mainly focusing on automatically adjusting
the weighting factors. 

• The DFNN models with multiple hidden layers would be able to re-
veal a more comprehensive relationship among datasets. However,
the architecture of the DFNN model would become more complex
with the increase of hidden layers. There is no empirical equations
or rule-of-thumb to select the quantity of hidden layers, quantity of
neurons in each layer, activation function in each layer as well as
learning process for weighting factors. However, when the quantity
of hidden layers is too small, the network could result in under-fitting
and large prediction errors. Whereas, if the quantity of hidden layers
is too large, the network might learn the noise in the training dataset
and result in overfitting. 

• In previous research on DFNN models, the quantity of hidden lay-
ers and the quantity of neurons in each hidden layer were selected
based on experience [29 , 30] or trial-and-error process through enu-
meration [31–33] , which might not be able to achieve the optimal
performance or cause expensive computation load. Moreover, the
authors did not mention the approach or criteria in selecting the ac-
tivation functions and learning process. 

Therefore, the objectives of this study are summarized as follows: 

• Due to the complex affecting factors and building electricity con-
sumption, the DFNN model with multiple hidden layers is adopted
to construct the predictive model to improve the forecasting accu-
racy in building electricity consumption; 

• To guarantee the effectiveness of the DFNN model, GA optimiza-
tion is utilised to determine its optimal architecture, including the
quantity of hidden layers, quantity of neurons in the hidden layers,
activation function in both the hidden and output layer as well as
the learning process for determining weighting factors; 

• To facilitate building energy management, both day-ahead hourly
and week-ahead daily electrical energy consumption are fore-
casted by the proposed GA-determined DFNN (GA-DFNN) prediction
model. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 elucidates the
roposed GA-DFNN predictive model. Section 3 illustrates the prepa-
ation of the historical database. Section 4 discusses the performance
f GA optimization and the optimal architecture of DFNN predictive
odel. Section 5 presents the performance comparison against various

eference prediction models. Section 6 clarifies the practical implication
nd future application, while Section 7 summarizes the conclusions. 
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Fig. 1. Diagram of DFNN model. 
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rchitecture 

To improve the prediction accuracy of building electricity consump-
ion, the GA-DFNN prediction model is proposed in this study. To be
ore specific, the GA is collaboratively hybrid with the DFNN algorithm

n order to figure out the optimal DFNN architecture. 

.1. Brief theory of the DFNN 

The DFNN is a mathematical model which was designed by mimick-
ng the way the human brain processes information. The DFNN models
re generally comprised of three principal layers: an input layer, several
idden layers and an outlet layer. The quantity of hidden layers defines
he depth of the architecture. With large quantity of hidden layers and
uantity of neurons in each hidden layer, DFNN can provide a multi-
evel representation of dataset. The diagram of a general DFNN model
s presented in Fig. 1 . 

.1.1. DFNN algorithm 

The training database is obtained through the historical data,
ontaining both input dataset 𝐗 = { 𝑋 𝑖 |𝑖 = 1 , 2 , … , 𝑁 𝐼𝑁 

} and output
ataset 𝐙 = { 𝑍 𝑡 |𝑡 = 1 , 2 , … , 𝑇 } . The total types of input variables is N IN ,
hile the total training samples is T . For each type of input variables, X i 

ontains T time samples, and 𝑋 𝑖 = { 𝑥 𝑖,𝑡 |𝑡 = 1 , 2 , … , 𝑇 } . There are n hid-
en layers and N H, k neurons in the k th hidden layer. Therefore, for the t th 

 𝑡 = 1 , 2 , … , 𝑇 ) training sample, the 𝑗 𝑡ℎ 1 ( 𝑗 1 |𝑗 1 = 1 , 2 , … , 𝑁 𝐻, 1 ) neuron
n the first hidden layer can be calculated as: 

 1 , 𝑗 1 = 𝑓 

( 

𝑖 = 𝑁 𝐼𝑁 ∑
𝑖 =1 

(
𝑊 𝐼 𝑁 ,𝑖, 1 , 𝑗 1 𝑋 𝑖 

)) 

(1)

hile the 𝑗 𝑡ℎ 
𝑘 

neuron in the k th ( n ≥ k ≥ 2) hidden layer can be obtained
s: 

 𝑘, 𝑗 𝑘 
= 𝑓 

⎛ ⎜ ⎜ ⎝ 
𝑗 𝑘 −1 = 𝑁 𝐻, 𝑘 −1 ∑

𝑗 𝑘 −1 =1 

(
𝑊 𝑘 −1 , 𝑗 𝑘 −1 ,𝑘, 𝑗 𝑘 𝑌 𝑘 −1 , 𝑗 𝑘 −1 

)⎞ ⎟ ⎟ ⎠ (2)

he neuron z in the output layer is determined as: 

 = 𝑓 

⎛ ⎜ ⎜ ⎝ 
𝑗 𝑛 = 𝑁 𝐻,𝑛 ∑

𝑗 𝑛 =1 

(
𝑊 𝑛, 𝑗 𝑛 ,𝑂 

𝑌 𝑛, 𝑗 𝑛 

)⎞ ⎟ ⎟ ⎠ (3)

here w is the connection weighting factors between the two neurons, i
s the number of neurons in the input layer, k is the number of hidden
ayers, j k is the number of neurons in the k th hidden layer, and f is the
ctivation function. 
.1.2. Activation function 

To achieve better prediction performance, four different activation
unctions are tested, including sigmoid function, hyperbolic tangent
tanh) function, rectified linear unit (relu) function and exponential lin-
ar (elu) function [34] . The four activation functions can be expressed
s the follows. 

• sigmoid function: 

𝑓 ( 𝑥 ) = 

1 
1 + 𝑒 − 𝑥 

(4)

• hyperbolic tangent function: 

𝑓 ( 𝑥 ) = tanh ( 𝑥 ) (5)

• rectified linear unit function: 

𝑓 ( 𝑥 ) = 

{ 

0 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑥 < 0 
𝑥 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑥 ≥ 0 (6)

• exponential linear function: 

𝑓 ( 𝑥 ) = 

{ 

𝑒 𝑥 − 1 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑥 < 0 
𝑥 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑥 ≥ 0 (7)

.1.3. Learning approach 

The aim of the learning process of DFNN model is to minimize
he mean absolute percentage error MAPE between the produced �̂�
nd desired output Z by adjusting the group of weighting factors
 = { 𝑊 𝐼 𝑁 ,𝑖, 1 , 𝑗 1 |𝑁 𝐼𝑁 

≥ 𝑖 ≥ 1 , 𝑁 𝐻, 1 ≥ 𝑗 1 ≥ 1} ∪ { 𝑊 𝑘 −1 , 𝑗 𝑘 −1 ,𝑘, 𝑗 𝑘 |𝑛 ≥ 𝑘 ≥ 

 , 𝑁 𝐻, 𝑘 −1 ≥ 𝑗 𝑘 ≥ 1} ∪ { 𝑊 𝑛, 𝑗 𝑛 ,𝑂 
| 𝑁 𝐻, 𝑘 ≥ 𝑗 𝑛 ≥ 1} . 

In this study, seven different optimization approaches are adopted
o train the proposed DFNN model, including stochastic gradient de-
cent (SGD) [35] , adaptive moment estimation (ADAM) [36] , Nesterov-
ccelerated adaptive moment estimation (NADAM) [37] and a variant
f ADAM based on the infinity norm (ADAMAX) [38] . 

.1.4. Performance indicators 

To evaluate the performance of the proposed model, four perfor-
ance indicators are defined, including the mean absolute percentage

rror, coefficient of determination, mean percentage error as well as root
ean square error: 

• Mean absolute percentage error 

𝑀𝐴𝑃 𝐸 = 

1 
𝑇 

𝑡 = 𝑇 ∑
𝑡 =1 

||𝑧 𝑡 − �̂� 𝑡 
||

𝑧 𝑡 
× 100% (8)

• Coefficient of determination 

𝑅 

2 = 

[ ∑𝑡 = 𝑇 
𝑡 =1 

( 

𝑧 𝑡 − 

∑𝑙= 𝑇 
𝑙=1 𝑧 𝑡 
𝑇 

) 

⋅
( 

�̂� 𝑡 − 

∑𝑡 = 𝑇 
𝑡 =1 �̂� 𝑡 
𝑇 

) ] 2 
∑𝑡 = 𝑇 

𝑡 =1 

( 

𝑧 𝑡 − 

∑𝑡 = 𝑇 
𝑡 =1 𝑧 𝑡 
𝑇 

) 

⋅
∑𝑡 = 𝐿 

𝑡 =1 

( 

�̂� 𝑡 − 

∑𝑡 = 𝑇 
𝑡 =1 �̂� 𝑡 
𝑇 

) 

(9) 

• Root mean square error 

𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 = 

√ ∑𝑡 = 𝑇 
𝑡 =1 

(
𝑧 𝑡 − �̂� 𝑡 

)2 
𝑇 

(10)

• Mean absolute error 

𝑀𝐴𝐸 = 

1 
𝑇 

𝑡 = 𝑇 ∑
𝑡 =1 

||𝑧 𝑡 − �̂� 𝑡 
|| (11)

.2. Genetic algorithm 

GA is capable of searching for the global optimum in the infinite,
omplex, multimodal, and non-differentiable search space to determine
he optimal DFNN architecture [39 , 40] . In the beginning, a population
f chromosomes in the solution space is randomly initialized. The qual-
ty of each chromosome is assessed using the objective function; thus
he probability of adopting each of them in the next generation can be
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Table 1 

Summary of architecture of FNN and DFNN in literature review. 

References Quantity of neurons in input layer Quantity of neurons in hidden layers Quantity of neurons in output layer Training samples 

[10] 9 60–80 1 8760 

[11] 6 15 or 20 1 8760 

[12] 5 20 1 26,280 

[13] 17 10 1 700,000 

6 15 

[14] 2 4~9 1 722 

[15] 5 20 1 250 

[16] 5 10 or 15 or 20 1 8928 

[17] 12 25 1 8760 

[19] 8 36 1 742 

[21] 8 10 or 30 1 7200 

[22] 10 10 1 10,972 

[23] 3 20 1 2472 

[24] 4 1~8 1 20 

[25] 3 11 1 2472 

[29] 82 75–59, 71–87, 57–63 2 17,000 

87–99–94, 14–31–28 and 61–70–69 3 

[30] 56 56–15 2 17,520 

58 58–20 

[31] 168 10~100 1~5 497,832 

[32] 13 10–5–2 3 217,440 

[41] 4 30–30 2 2700 

[42] 7 512 3 19,704 

[43] 4 12–12 2 279 

[44] 784 500 per layer 9 600,000 
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Table 2 

Decision variables of GA for DFNN. 

Quantity of neurons in each hidden layer {5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10} 

Quantity of hidden layers {2, 3, 4} 

Activation functions {sigmoid, tanh, relu, elu} 

Optimization approaches {SGD, ADAM, NADAM, ADAMAX} 
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etermined. Generally, the new chromosome is generated through the
hree genetic operators: selection, crossover and mutation. Based on the
tness values of the objective function, some chromosomes are selected
o remain while others are chosen for crossover and mutation. Chro-
osomes which are selected for the crossover operation are named as

he parents. Through crossover operation, features of parents are ex-
hanged between each other to produce the offspring. Meanwhile, the
utation operator implements the process of altering the features within

he chromosome. Through conducting the three genetic operations, the
nitial population is updated with the offspring generated by crossover
nd mutation. At the final stage, the offspring with the best fitness values
s returned to represent the optimum solution. 

.3. GA-DFNN predictive model 

Although there are three different empirical equations in determin-
ng the optimal quantity of neurons in the single hidden layer of FNN,
here is no rule-of-thumb for choosing the quantity of hidden layers,
uantity of neurons in the hidden layers, activation functions in each
ayer as well as learning process for determining weighting factors. How-
ver, these architectural attributes are responsible for the performance
f DFNN. The network with a small size can cause under-fitting while
 large network may lead to overfitting. The activation function deter-
ines the connecting performance among each neuron, while the learn-

ng process affects the convergence of DFNN. These imply that the ar-
hitectural design of DFNN model is very crucial and can be defined as
n optimization problem. 

To improve the prediction accuracy of DFNN predictive model, GA is
pplied to determine the optimal architecture of the DFNN model. The
ecision variables of GA include the total quantity of hidden layers, the
uantity of neurons in each hidden layer, the activation function as well
s the learning process to compute the weighting factors of the DFNN
n the training phase. The optimization objective function is the MAPE

alue of the DFNN model. In other words, each set of decision variables
etermines one type of architecture of DFNN model. Through training
he DFNN models using historical datasets, the MAPE value of the DFNN
odel, namely, optimization objective function, can be obtained. 

The decision variables are summarized in Table 2 . To generate the
ool of decision variables regarding quantity of hidden layers and quan-
ity of neurons in each hidden layer, an in-depth literature review on
NN and DFNN prediction models was conducted, as summarized in
able 1 . As will be discussed in Section 3 , there are 8760 training sam-
les and 9 input neurons for day-ahead hourly prediction; while 365
raining samples and 10 input neurons for week-ahead daily energy con-
umption prediction. In view of the hidden layers and neurons adopted
n the previous FNN and DFNN models, the quantity of hidden layers
as tested in the range of 1–5 while the quantity of neurons in each

ayer was tested in the range of 5–10. The procedure of the proposed
redictive model is shown in Fig. 2 . 

In the beginning, a population of 20 DFNN models are generated
hile random decision variables are assigned to determine the architec-

ure of each DFNN model. Each DFNN model is trained using the input
nd output datasets from the historical database. Based on the fitness
alue of the objective function (i.e. MAPE value of DFNN), selection,
rossover and mutation operators of GA are conducted for the popula-
ion of DFNN models, respectively. Such a procedure is repeated until
he preset optimization criteria are met. Finally, optimal DFNN archi-
ecture can be determined. 

.4. Research methodology 

The proposed GA-DFNN predictive model is implemented in Python
ith the Keras and TensorFlow libraries as the backend. Keras is a li-
rary of open sources of the neural network developed in Python, which
s good at the fast computation of DFNN and which is focused on mini-
ization, modularity, and scalability [44] . Meanwhile, TensorFlow is an

pen-source software library which provides an interface for expressing
nd executing various machine learning algorithms [45] . 
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Fig. 2. Schematic flowchart of the proposed 
GA-DFNN predictive model. 

Fig. 3. Distribution of training, validation and testing datasets. 
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. Structure of historical database 

To test the performance of the proposed GA-DFNN predictive model,
t was implemented on a campus building in the United Kingdom. The
nergy data was collected from the Northavon House in University of
he West of England, Bristol over the past 1 year and 6 months (1 July
018 – 31 December 2019) at the time step of 1 h. 

.1. Composition of the historical database 

Since the building envelop properties generally remain stable over
ong time, the affecting factors of building electricity consumption in-
lude weather conditions, occupancy and operating equipment in the
uilding. Due to the difficulty in collecting information of occupancy
nd operating equipment, time indicators, such as hour of the day, day
f the week, month of the year, are usually chosen as schedule-related
nputs to represent occupancy and operating equipment scenarios. In
ddition, the historical electricity consumption during the previous day
r week can indicate the trend of profile in a mathematical way. Con-
equently, three types of input variables, including weather conditions,
ime indicators and historical energy consumption, are selected for the
roposed GA-DFNN predictive model. The weather condition can be
ell-described using outdoor air dry-bulb temperature, outdoor air dew-
oint temperature, wind speed and solar radiation. The historical out-
oor weather data was collected through the weather station in Bristol
46] . Although solar radiation is accessible from the historical weather
ata, it is generally not available from weather forecasting websites
47–49] . Therefore, it is not considered in this study. 
.2. Data pre-processing 

To facilitate the prediction of both day-ahead hourly and week-ahead
aily electricity consumption, two sets of the historical database were
ormulated. As shown in Fig. 3 , the random 80% of the datasets from the
rst one year, the remaining 20% of the datasets from the first one year,
nd datasets from the following 6 months were adopted for training,
alidation and testing purposes, respectively. To increase the prediction
ccuracy of DFNN while prevent it from overfitting, the average value of
APE for training and testing cases was treated as the objective function

n GA optimization. 

.2.1. Database for day-ahead hourly electricity consumption prediction 

The training database for the day-ahead hourly electricity consump-
ion prediction includes the hour of the day h ( t ), the day of the week
 ( t ), the month of the year m ( t ), hourly outdoor air dry-bulb temper-
ture T db ( t ), hourly outdoor air dew-point temperature T dew ( t ), hourly
ind speed V wind ( t ) as well as the hourly electricity consumption at the

ame hour of the previous day E h ( t- 24). To represent the cyclical nature
f the time, h ( t ) was represented by its sine and cosine value as [13 , 37] :

 𝑠 ( 𝑡 ) = sin 2 𝜋ℎ ( 𝑡 ) 
24 

ℎ 𝑐 ( 𝑡 ) = cos 2 𝜋ℎ ( 𝑡 ) 
24 

(13) 

wing to the different occupancy and operating equipment scenarios
uring the holidays, the holidays were marked as an additional day of
he week. Meanwhile, the categorical data, including day of the week
nd month of the year were encoded using one-hot encoding approach.
ay of the week was represented by a concatenation of 8 binary vari-
bles. For instance, bank holidays were expressed as [1 0 0 0 0 0 0
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Fig. 4. Hourly outdoor weather data. 
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], Sunday was expressed as [0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0]. The first column corre-
ponded to a flag whether or not the day was a bank holiday, while the
econd column referred to a flag whether or not the day was Sunday.
imilarly, the remaining six columns corresponded to a flag for each
f the six other days of the week [50] . Meanwhile, month of the year
as referred by a concentration of 12 binary variables. For example,

anuary was illustrated as [1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0], with the first col-
mn corresponded to a flag whether or not the month was January. In
ddition, the variables of outdoor weather data (i.e. T db, h , T dew, h and
 wind, h ) were normalized through the min-max scaling approach: 

 

′ = 

𝑥 ( 𝑡 ) − min 
1 ≤ 𝑡 ≤ 365 × 24 

𝑥 ( 𝑡 ) 

max 
1 ≤ 𝑡 ≤ 365 × 24 

𝑥 ( 𝑡 ) − min 
1 ≤ 𝑡 ≤ 365 × 24 

𝑥 ( 𝑡 ) 
(14) 

he hourly outdoor air dry-bulb temperature, outdoor air dew-point
emperature and wind speed are shown in Fig. 4 . The peak dry-bulb
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Fig. 5. Hourly electricity consumption. 
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nd dew-point temperature happened in July while the valley occurred
n January. The highest and lowest dry-bulb temperature is 30 °C and
 3 °C, respectively. Meanwhile, the highest and lowest dry-bulb tem-
erature is 29 °C and − 3 °C, respectively. The overall trend of dry-bulb
emperature and dew-point temperature is similar during the second-
alf year in 2018 and 2019. During most time of the year, wind speed
s lower than 10 m/s, while it would reach 15 m/s on a few days. 

The hourly electricity consumption is presented in Fig. 5 . In Fig. 5 ,
he pink dots stood for weekday electricity consumption while the or-
nge dots represented the weekend and bank holidays. Owing to the
ormal operating schedule of the investigated office building, electricity
onsumption on weekdays was much higher than that during the week-
nds and bank holidays. Moreover, the peak electricity consumption was
dentified in July due to its high dry-bulb and dew-point temperature. 

In conclusion, the input dataset at time step t is denoted by
raining sample 𝑋 𝑡 = [ 𝑥 1 ,𝑡 𝑥 2 ,𝑡 𝑥 3 ,𝑡 𝑥 4 ,𝑡 𝑥 5 ,𝑡 𝑥 6 ,𝑡 𝑥 7 ,𝑡 ] , where 𝑥 1 ,𝑡 = ℎ 𝑠 ( 𝑡 ) ,
 2 ,𝑡 = ℎ 𝑐 ( 𝑡 ) , 𝑥 3 ,𝑡 = 𝑑( 𝑡 ) , 𝑥 4 ,𝑡 = 𝑚 ( 𝑡 ) , 𝑥 5 ,𝑡 = 𝑇 𝑑𝑏,ℎ ( 𝑡 ) , 𝑥 6 ,𝑡 = 𝑇 𝑑𝑒𝑤,ℎ ( 𝑡 ) , 𝑥 7 ,𝑡 =
 𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑,ℎ ( 𝑡 ) , while the output dataset is 𝑍 𝑡 = 𝐸 ℎ ( 𝑡 ) . 

.2.2. Database for week-ahead daily prediction 

The training database for the week-ahead daily electricity consump-
ion prediction includes the day of the week d ( t ), the month of the
ear m ( t ), daily average outdoor air dry-bulb temperature T db,ave,d ( t ),
aily maximum outdoor air dry-bulb temperature T db, max ,d ( t ), daily
inimum outdoor air dry-bulb temperature T db, min ,d ( t ), daily av-

rage outdoor air dew-point temperature T dew,ave,d ( t ), daily maxi-
um outdoor air dew-point temperature T dew, max ,d ( t ), daily mini-
um outdoor air dew-point temperature T dew, min ,d ( t ), daily aver-

ge wind speed V wind,d ( t ) as well as the total daily electricity con-
umption E d ( t ). The variables of the daily outdoor weather data
i.e. T db, ave, d , T db, min, d , T db, max, d , T dew, ave, d , T dew, min, d , T dew, max, d and
 wind, d ) were also normalized: 

 

′ = 

𝑥 ( 𝑡 ) − min 
1 ≤ 𝑡 ≤ 365 

𝑥 ( 𝑡 ) 

max 
1 ≤ 𝑡 ≤ 365 

𝑥 ( 𝑡 ) − min 
1 ≤ 𝑡 ≤ 365 

𝑥 ( 𝑡 ) 
(15)

he daily average outdoor air dry-bulb temperature, outdoor air dew-
oint temperature and wind speed are shown in Fig. 6 . The overall
rends of daily-average dry-bulb and dew-point temperature is similar
o those of hourly dry-bulb and dew-point, respectively. The peak value
f daily-average dry-bulb temperature was in July at 23 °C, while the
owest value was in early January at − 1 °C. Moreover, the peak value
f daily-average dew-point temperature was in August at 17 °C, while
he lowest value was in early January at − 2 °C. The highest wind speed
as found in October at 12.5 m/s. 

The daily total electricity consumption is presented in Fig. 7 . The
ink dots stood for weekday electricity consumption while the orange
ots represented the weekend and bank holidays. Owing to the nor-
al operating schedule of the investigated office building, electricity
onsumption on weekdays was much higher than that during the week-
nds and bank holidays. The daily electricity consumption was between
00 = 1300 kWh on weekdays while 250–520 kWh on weekends and
ank holidays. The relatively higher electricity consumption was oc-
urred in January due to relatively higher dry-bulb and dew-point tem-
erature. It is also noticed that the daily electricity consumption was
00 kWh on the 1st February, which was much lower than other week-
ays. It is because that the campus was closed due to slow on that day.
herefore, this day was regarded as a holiday to increase the prediction
ccuracy of the proposed GA-DNN predictive model. 

As a whole, the input dataset at time step t is denoted by
 𝑇 = [ 𝑥 1 ,𝑡 𝑥 2 ,𝑡 𝑥 3 ,𝑡 𝑥 4 ,𝑡 𝑥 5 ,𝑡 𝑥 6 ,𝑡 𝑥 7 ,𝑡 𝑥 8 ,𝑡 𝑥 9 ,𝑡 ] , where 𝑥 1 ,𝑡 = 𝑑 ′( 𝑡 ) , 𝑥 2 ,𝑡 =
 

′( 𝑡 ) , 𝑥 3 ,𝑡 = 𝑇 ′
𝑑𝑏,𝑎𝑣𝑒,𝑑 

( 𝑡 ) , 𝑥 4 ,𝑡 = 𝑇 ′
𝑑𝑏,𝑚𝑎𝑥,𝑑 

( 𝑡 ) , 𝑥 5 ,𝑡 = 𝑇 ′
𝑑𝑏,𝑚𝑖𝑛,𝑑 

( 𝑡 ) , 𝑥 6 ,𝑡 = 

 

′
𝑑𝑒𝑤,𝑎𝑣𝑒,𝑑 

( 𝑡 ) , 𝑥 7 ,𝑡 = 𝑇 ′
𝑑𝑒𝑤,𝑚𝑎𝑥,𝑑 

( 𝑡 ) , 𝑥 8 ,𝑡 = 𝑇 ′
𝑑𝑒𝑤,𝑚𝑖𝑛,𝑑 

( 𝑡 ) , 𝑥 9 ,𝑡 = 𝑉 ′
𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑,𝑑 

( 𝑡 ) , while
he output dataset is 𝑧 𝑡 = 𝐸 𝑑 ( 𝑡 ) . 

. Performance evaluation of the proposed GA-DFNN predictive 

odel 

To prevent the optimization from being trapped in local optimum,
he GA parameters were chosen using sensitivity analysis. The conver-
ence performance of the GA optimization was assessed. Therefore, the
ptimal architecture of the DFNN prediction model can be determined.

.1. Determination of GA parameters 

To prevent the optimization from being converged to local optimum,
ifferent GA parameters, including five retaining probabilities (i.e. 0.5,
.6, 0.7, 0.8 and 0.9), four selection probabilities (i.e. 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4)
nd four mutation probabilities (i.e. 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4) were adopted
n the optimization of DFNN architecture for week-ahead daily electric-
ty consumption. The optimization results are shown in Fig. 8 . For each
ariable bar, the average value of other variables is obtained. For exam-
le, when calculating the bar value of retaining probability = 0.5, the av-
rage value of 4 × 4 optimization results was adopted. According to the
esulted MAPE value, the retaining probability, selection probability and
utation probability were chosen as 80%, 20%, and 20%, respectively
 Fig. 9 .). 

.2. Convergence performance of GA optimization 

The convergence performance of the day-ahead hourly and the week-
head daily electricity consumption prediction is shown in Fig. 10 . The
inimum value of day-ahead hourly and week-ahead daily electricity

onsumption reached convergent after 31 and 22 iterations, respec-
ively. To ensure the convergence would be steady thereafter, the max-
mum iterations were chosen as 40 and 30 for day-ahead hourly and
eek-ahead daily electricity consumption, respectively. 
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Fig. 6. Daily-average value of weather data. 
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.3. Optimal architecture of the proposed GA-DFNN model 

After the GA optimization, the optimal architecture of the DFNN
odel could be determined, as shown in Fig. 10 . There are 4 and 2 hid-
en layers for day-ahead hourly and week-ahead daily electricity con-
umption, respectively. There were more hidden layers for day-ahead
ourly electricity consumption prediction owing to the reason that there
xists a higher number of training samples (i.e. 8736). Rectified linear
nit and exponential linear activation functions were mainly adopted in
idden layers for day-ahead hourly prediction while exponential linear
nd hyperbolic tangent activation functions were used in week-ahead
aily electricity consumption prediction. Exponential linear activation
unction was adopted in the output year for both prediction models.
ADAM and ADAMAX were adopted as training process for day-ahead
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Fig. 7. Daily total electricity consumption. 

Fig. 8. Optimization result at different GA parameters. 

Fig. 9. Convergence of MAPE in GA optimization. 
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Fig. 10. Optimal architecture of the proposed GA-DFNN prediction model. 
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ourly and week-ahead daily electricity consumption prediction, respec-
ively. 

To reduce the computation time while prevent the proposed GA-
FNN predictive model from overfitting, early-stopping is adopted
51 , 52] . During the training phase, the MAPE value of the training and
alidation datasets are shown in Fig. 11 . After 400 and 12,000 epochs,
he MAPE value of daily and weekly prediction reached relatively con-
tant. Therefore, the MAPE value for daily and weekly prediction was
.8% and 4.9%, respectively. 

. Performance comparison with reference models 

To assess the effectiveness of the proposed GA-DFNN predictive
odel, four groups of references cases were introduced. To investigate

he prediction performance of the DFNN model with multiple hidden
ayers, the feedforward neural network model with single layer was
dopted as reference. To assess the prediction performance improve-
ent through DFNN model with optimal architecture, the DFNN models
ith different architecture are adopted as reference cases. To demon-

trate the comprehensive relationship between affecting factors and
lectricity consumption, the time-series prediction approach including
ong-term-short-memory (LSTM) neural network model and temporal
onvolutional networks (TCN) model is adopted as reference. To exhibit
he optimization performance of GA, the random search-based DFNN
odel is used as a reference case. 

.1. Performance comparison against FNN models with single hidden layer 

Firstly, to investigate the prediction performance of the DFNN model
ith multiple hidden layers, the ANN model with single layer is adopted
s reference. The quantity of neurons was selected according to the em-
irical equations in [18] and [20] , respectively. Sigmoid activation func-
ion was adopted in the hidden layer while exponential linear activation
unction was used in the output layer. ADAM was adopted as the train-
ng process, as summarized in Table 3 . 

The performance of the proposed GA-DFNN model and two reference
NN models are summarized in Table 4 . 

• For day-ahead hourly prediction, although the prediction perfor-
mance of GA-DFNN during training phase was a little worse than
the reference FNN models with single layer, it showed better perfor-
mance at testing phase. Compared to FNN1 and FNN2 models, there
was 3.4% and 1.8% reduction in MAPE, 1.3% and 6.1% reduction in
RMSE, 4.8 and 3.8% reduction in MAE, as well as 0.10% and 0.52%
increase in R 

2 , respectively. 
• For week-ahead daily prediction, the proposed GA-DFNN showed

better performance in both training and testing phases. For test-
ing cases of the proposed GA-DFNN model, the reduction in MAPE,
RMSE and MAE was 34.5%, 38.9% and 29.3% while the increase
in R 

2 was 6.3% compared to FNN1 model; the reduction in MAPE,
RMSE and MAE was 34.3%, 38.9% and 29.2% while the increase in
R2 was 6.3% compared to FNN2 model. 

The prediction results from two days in training, two days in testing,
wo weeks in training and two weeks in testing are shown in Figs. 12 and
3 , respectively. The proposed GA-DFNN model showed better ability
t tracking the variation of electricity consumption, such as at the 4th,
3th, 17th, 18th, 20th, 21st and 22nd h in Fig. 13 (c); at the 1st, 2nd, 4th,
th, 12th-14th, 17th, 21st h in Fig. 13 (d); during Tuesday, Wednesday,
hursday and Friday in Fig. 14 (c); as well as during Tuesday-Saturday

n Fig. 14 (d). 

.2. Performance comparison against DFNN models with other architecture

To verify the optimal architecture determined by GA optimization,
he DFNN models with different neurons in each hidden layer, activation
unction and learning approach were adopted as reference. The selec-
ion of the reference architecture is based on the criteria that only one
ffecting factor was changed while other factors were kept the same as
he GA-determined architecture. The architecture of the four reference
FNN models, along with the GA-determined DFNN, are summarized in
able 5 . 

The performance of the proposed GA-DFNN model and the four ref-
rence DFNN models are summarized in Table 6 . 

• For day-ahead hourly energy consumption prediction, although the
prediction performance of GA-DFNN during training phase is a little
worse than the reference FNN models with single layer, it showed
better performance at testing phase. Compared to the reference
DFNN1, DFNN2, DFNN3 and DFNN4 models, the proposed GA-
DFNN model had 3.4%, 0.59%, 5.0% and 0.97% reduction in MAPE

value; 0.21%, 0.31%, 0.52% and 0.31% increase in R 

2 ; 1.4%, 0.25%,
0.34% and 0.27% reduction in RMSE; as well as 1.6%, 3.0%, 3.3%
and 0.34% reduction in MAE. 

• For week-ahead daily energy consumption prediction, the proposed
GA-DFNN showed better performance in both training and testing
phases. For the proposed GA-DFNN model, the reduction in MAPE
value was 27.4%, 20.7%, 33.3% and 16.7%; the increase in R 

2 was
2.9%, 4.2%, 5.8% and 1.9%; the reduction in RMSE was 25.3%,
32.0%, 37.4% and 18.9%; the reduction in MAE was 23.0%, 24.2%,
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Fig. 11. MAPE convergence of the proposed GA-DFNN model. 

Fig. 12. Day-ahead hourly prediction of GA-DFNN and FNN models. 
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30.5% and 16.7%, compared to DFNN1, DFNN2, DFNN3 and DFNN4
models, respectively. 

Since the architecture of reference models were chosen based on the
A-determined architecture by changing affecting factors one-by-one,

he reduction in MAPE , RMSE and MAE as well as the increase in R 

2 

alue verifies that the proposed GA-DFNN model was effective in finding
ts optimal architecture. 

The prediction results from two days in training, two days in test-
ng, two weeks in training and two weeks in testing are shown in
igs. 14 and 15 , respectively. The proposed GA-DFNN model showed
able 3 

esign parameters of reference DFNN models. 

Day-ahead hourly prediction 

Reference models FNN1 

Neurons in hidden layer 17 

Activation function Sigmoid in hidden layer, expone

Optimization approach ADAM 
etter ability at tracking the variation of electricity consumption, such
s at 2nd, 11th, 12th, 13th and 16th − 20th h in Fig. 15 (c); at 0th-3rd,
th, 11th-13th, 2nd, 4th, 6th, 12th-14th, 20th-22nd h in Fig. 15 (d); on
uesday, Wednesday and Friday in Fig. 16 (c); and on Monday, Tuesday,
ednesday and Friday in Fig. 16 (d). 

.3. Performance comparison against random search-based DFNN model 

To assess the performance of GA in finding the optimal architecture,
he DFNN model optimized by random search (RS-DFNN) was adopted
s reference. The decision variables of random search also included
Week-ahead daily prediction 

FNN2 FNN1 FNN2 

98 21 25 

ntial linear in output layer 
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Fig. 13. Week-ahead daily prediction of GA-DFNN and FNN models. 

Fig. 14. Day-ahead hourly prediction of GA-DFNN and FNN models. 
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uantity of hidden layers, quantity of neurons in each layer, activa-
ion function and learning approach. The optimization objective was
till the MAPE value between the predicted and actual measurement.
he optimal architecture determined by random search is summarized

n Table 7 . 
The performance of the proposed GA-DFNN model and the four ref-

rence DFNN models are summarized in Table 8 . 

• For day-ahead hourly prediction, although the prediction perfor-
mance of GA-DFNN during training phase is a little worse than the
reference FNN models with single layer, it showed better perfor-
mance at testing phase. Compared to RS-DFNN model, the proposed
GA-DFNN model has 9.7%, 6.8% and 8.2% reduction in MAPE, RMSE

and MAE , while 0.52% increase in R 

2 , respectively. 
• For week-ahead daily prediction, the proposed GA-DFNN showed

better performance in both training and testing phases. Compared to
RS-DFNN model, the reduction in MAPE, RMSE and MAE was 33.8%,
36.2% and 31.8% and 16.7%, respectively, while the increase in R 

2 

was 5.3%. 

The worse performance of the RS-DFNN model may be owing to the
act that random search was trapped to local optimal rather than global
ptimal. 

The prediction results from two days in training, two days in testing,
wo weeks in training and two weeks in testing are shown in Figs. 16 and
7 , respectively. The proposed GA-DFNN model showed better ability
t tracking the variation of electricity consumption in both training and
esting cases during most of the time. 
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Fig. 15. Week-ahead daily prediction of GA-DFNN and DFNN models. 

Table 4 

Performance indicators of GA-DFNN and reference FNN models with single hid- 
den layer. 

GA-DFNN FNN1 FNN2 

Train Test Train Test Train Test 

Daily MAPE (%) 9.870 7.885 9.574 8.163 9.669 8.032 

R 2 0.958 0.970 0.961 0.969 0.963 0.965 

RMSE (kWh) 4.440 3.652 4.281 3.702 4.143 3.891 

MAE (kWh) 2.958 2.675 2.827 2.811 2.722 2.781 

Weekly MAPE (%) 4.908 5.326 10.04 8.13 10.04 8.11 

R 2 0.958 0.966 0.837 0.909 0.837 0.909 

RMSE (kWh) 55.25 47.24 108.6 77.29 108.7 77.27 

MAE (kWh) 32.49 35.52 60.26 50.30 60.30 50.17 
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TCN models. 

T

A

.4. Performance comparison against LSTM and TCN time-series 

rediction model 

To demonstrate the comprehensive relationship between affecting
actors and electricity consumption, the time-series prediction approach
ncluding LSTM [53] and TCN model is adopted as reference. The per-
ormance of the proposed GA-DFNN model and the four reference DFNN
odels are summarized in Table 9 . 

• For day-ahead hourly prediction, although the prediction perfor-
mance of GA-DFNN during training phase was a little worse than the
able 5 

rchitecture of the GA-DFNN and four reference DFNN models. 

Models GA-DFNN DFNN1 D

Neurons in hidden layers {8, 5, 7, 9} {10, 10, 10, 10} {

Quantity of hidden layers 4 

Activation functions in hidden layers relu, relu, relu, elu relu, relu, relu, elu r

Activation function in output layer elu 

Learning approach NADAM NADAM N

Neurons in hidden layers {5, 9} {10, 10} {

Quantity of hidden layers 2 

Activation function in hidden layer elu, tanh elu, tanh e

Activation in output layer elu 

Learning approach ADAMAX ADAMAX A
reference LSTM and TCN models, it showed better performance at
testing phase. Compared to the reference LSTM model, the proposed
GA-DFNN model has 12.2%, 40.1% and 32.6% reduction in MAPE,

RMSE and MAE , while 5.9% increase in R 

2 , respectively. Compared
to the reference TCN model, the proposed GA-DFNN model has
23.8%, 9.8% and 17.7% reduction in MAPE, RMSE and MAE , while
0.73% increase in R 

2 , respectively. 
• For week-ahead daily prediction, the proposed GA-DFNN showed

better performance in both training and testing phases. Compared
to LSTM prediction model, the reduction in MAPE, RMSE and MAE

was 32.7%, 46.4% and 26.4%, respectively, while the increase in R 

2 

is 9.6%. Compared to TCN prediction model, the reduction in MAPE,

RMSE and MAE was 65.0%, 60.6% and 64.5%, respectively, while
the increase in R 

2 is 24.0%. 

It demonstrated that the proposed GA-DFNN model has better accu-
acy than LSTM and TCN models for both day-ahead hourly prediction
nd week-ahead daily prediction. 

The prediction results from two days in training, two days in testing,
wo weeks in training and two weeks in testing are shown in Figs. 18 and
9 , respectively. The proposed GA-DFNN model showed better ability
t tracking the variation of electricity consumption in both training and
esting cases during most of the time than that of reference LSTM and
FNN2 DFNN3 DFNN4 

5, 5, 5, 5} {8, 5, 7, 9} {8, 5, 7, 9} 

elu, relu, relu, elu sigmoid, sigmoid, sigmoid, sigmoid relu, relu, relu, elu 

ADAM NADAM ADAM 

5, 5} {5, 9} {5, 9} 

lu, tanh Sigmoid, sigmoid elu, tanh 

DAMAX ADAMAX ADAM 
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Table 6 

Prediction performance of the GA-DFNN and four reference DFNN models. 

GA-DFNN DFNN1 DFNN2 DFNN3 DFNN4 

Train Test Train Test Train Test Train Test 

Daily MAPE (%) 9.870 7.885 9.574 8.163 9.669 7.932 9.521 8.303 9.751 7.962 

R 2 0.958 0.973 0.961 0.971 0.959 0.970 0.956 0.968 0.957 0.970 

RMSE (kWh) 4.440 3.652 4.277 3.602 4.379 3.643 4.520 3.782 4.483 3.662 

MAE (kWh) 2.958 2.675 2.843 2.718 2.897 2.683 2.926 2.765 2.955 2.684 

Weekly MAPE (%) 4.908 5.326 7.085 7.337 6.693 6.713 9.662 7.989 5.812 6.388 

R 2 0.958 0.966 0.890 0.939 0.860 0.927 0.851 0.913 0.942 0.948 

RMSE (kWh) 55.25 47.24 89.35 63.21 100.8 69.42 103.9 75.49 65.04 58.24 

MAE (kWh) 32.49 35.52 48.22 46.11 56.53 46.89 59.45 51.13 39.76 42.65 

Fig. 16. Day-ahead hourly prediction of GA-DFNN and RS-DFNN models. 

Fig. 17. Week-ahead daily prediction of GA-DFNN and RS-DFNN models. 
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Fig. 18. Day-ahead hourly prediction of GA-DFNN, LSTM and TCN models. 

Fig. 19. Week-ahead daily prediction of GA-DFNN, LSTM and TCN models. 
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. Practical implication and future application 

To generate the database for training and testing the proposed GA-
FNN predictive model, more than one and a half year’s historical out-
oor weather data should be collected from the local weather station
hile the electricity consumption data ought to be obtained from the
uilding energy system. Upon training and testing the propose GA-DFNN
redictive model, it can be adopted in the building management sys-
em to predict the day-ahead hourly and week-ahead daily electricity
onsumption using the latest forecast of weather profile acquired from
he weather reporting website [45–47] . It can also be further refined
o tackle the problem caused by the probable faulty measurement data
wing to sensor and equipment faults. 

However, due to the fact that the campus building has relatively
table building operating schedule, the effectiveness of the proposed
A-DFNN predictive model should be further evaluated when adopted

n residential, hospital, hotel or other types of buildings. Moreover, it
s worthwhile to investigate whether other evolutionary optimization
lgorithms, such as particle swarm optimization, ant colony optimiza-
ion and artificial bee colony algorithm would show better optimization
erformance than the GA algorithm in determining the optimal DFNN
rchitecture. 
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Table 7 

Optimal architecture of DFNN model determined by random search. 

Models 

Day-ahead 
hourly 
prediction 

Week-ahead 
daily prediction 

Neurons in hidden layers {6, 8, 7, 9} {7, 8} 

Quantity of hidden layers 4 2 

Activation functions in hidden layers tanh, tanh, relu elu 

Activation function in output layer elu elu 

Learning approach ADAMAX ADAM 

Table 8 

Prediction performance of the GA-DFNN and the reference RS-DFNN model. 

GA-DFNN RS-DFNN 

Train Test Train Test 

Daily MAPE (%) 9.870 7.885 9.124 8.734 

R 2 0.958 0.970 0.960 0.965 

RMSE (kWh) 4.440 3.652 4.305 3.920 

MAE (kWh) 2.958 2.675 2.808 2.917 

Weekly MAPE (%) 4.908 5.326 9.592 8.049 

R 2 0.958 0.966 0.851 0.917 

MAE (kWh) 55.25 47.24 103.9 73.99 

RMSE (kWh) 32.49 35.52 60.34 52.10 

Table 9 

Prediction performance of the GA-DFNN and the reference LSTM and TCN 

model. 

GA-DFNN LSTM TCN 

Train Test Train Test Train Test 

Daily MAPE (%) 9.870 7.885 9.591 8.983 10.70 10.36 

R 2 0.958 0.970 0.910 0.916 0.970 0.963 

RMSE (kWh) 4.440 3.652 6.499 6.104 3.741 4.050 

MAE (kWh) 2.958 2.675 3.966 3.969 3.049 3.251 

Weekly MAPE (%) 4.908 5.326 7.013 7.909 16.12 15.21 

R 2 0.958 0.966 0.885 0.881 0.756 0.779 

RMSE (kWh) 55.25 47.24 88.79 88.11 130.8 119.9 

MAE (kWh) 32.49 35.52 44.13 48.26 101.7 100.1 
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. Conclusion 

To enhance the prediction accuracy of building electrical energy con-
umption, a hybrid predictive model based on the combination of GA
ptimization and DFNN algorithm is proposed. In conventional FNN or
FNN-based predictive models, the architecture of the FNN and DFNN
etwork was selected based on the experience, intuition or trial and
rror process, which was time-consuming and lack of accuracy. How-
ver, in the proposed GA-DFNN predictive model, the quantity of hid-
en layers, the quantity of neurons in each hidden layer, the activation
lgorithm in each layer as well as the learning process for weighting fac-
ors are determined through GA optimization. As a result, the proposed
A-enhanced DFNN predictive model is a self-directed, systematic and
ell-behaved process to guarantee the optimal DFNN architecture with
etter prediction accuracy and less computation complexity. 

The actual outdoor weather data from weather station and the mea-
ured electricity consumption data from the building management sys-
em of a real-world campus building from one entire year were adopted
s historical database to train the proposed GA-enhanced DFNN predic-
ive model, while the datasets from the other 6 months were used for
esting purpose. The main findings are summarized as below: 

• For day-ahead hourly electricity consumption prediction, the opti-
mal quantity of hidden layer is 4, with 8, 5, 7 and 9 neurons in each
hidden layer, and with the activation function of rectified linear unit
in the first three hidden layers and exponential linear in the fourth
hidden layer. The activation function in the output layer is expo-
nential linear function while the optimal optimization approach is
NADAM. 

• For week-ahead daily electricity consumption prediction, the opti-
mal quantity of hidden layer is 2. There are 5 neurons in the first
hidden layer, while exponential linear function is adopted as the ac-
tivation function. There are 9 neurons in the second hidden layer,
while hyperbolic tangent is adopted. The activation function in the
output layer is exponential linear while the optimal optimization ap-
proach is ADAMAX. 

• For day-ahead hourly electricity consumption prediction, the MAPE,

R 

2 , RMSE and MAE was 7.885%, 0.970, 3.652 kWh and 2.675 kWh
for testing case, respectively; For week-ahead daily electricity con-
sumption prediction, the MAPE, R 

2 , MPE and RMSE was 5.326%,
0.966, 47.24 kWh and 35.52 kWh for testing case, respectively. 

• For day-ahead hourly and week-ahead daily electricity consumption
prediction, the proposed GA-DFNN predictive model has 3.4% and
34.5% reduction in MAPE compared to the reference FNN models
with single hidden layer, demonstrating that DFNN models with mul-
tiple layers can better reveal the complex relationship among various
input datasets and output dataset. 

• For day-ahead hourly and week-ahead daily electricity consumption
prediction, the proposed GA-DFNN predictive model has 5.0% and
33.3% reduction in MAPE compared to the reference DFNN models
with other architecture, demonstrating that GA optimization has the
ability to find the optimal architecture for DFNN models. 

• For day-ahead hourly and week-ahead daily electricity consump-
tion prediction, the proposed GA-DFNN predictive model has 9.7%
and 33.8% reduction in MAPE than the reference RS-DFNN model,
demonstrating that GA optimization has better optimization perfor-
mance than random search optimization in determining the optimal
architecture for machine learning models. 

• For day-ahead hourly and week-ahead daily electricity consumption
prediction, the proposed GA-DFNN predictive model has 12.2% and
32.7% reduction in MAPE than the reference LSTM, while 23.8% and
65.0% reduction in MAPE than the reference TCN models, demon-
strating that DFNN has better performance in building electricity
consumption prediction than time-series based machine learning
models. 
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